Notes on the menology of Ms NYe Kunglike Samling. 2126, 20, Kunglike Bibl.
Copenhagen (N.T. 1748)

Sept. 2. The kai is probably an error: any connection with the feast of the OT
patriarchs on January 3, attested in some Georgian sources, and probably
a Palestinian commemoration, seems too remote to be plausible.

10. Since no commemoration is recorded in this ms, for the 11th, the
anticipation of Theodora here by one day may derive from an ultimate
copyist's error.

15. Akakios: ep. Melitine, as on this date in ms 0 of Syn. Const. (47.42)\[or = Isaakios ep. Cyprus, Sept. 21 (SC 64.50)]

20. No Arethas has connections with Oct. 1

13. No Trophimus to be traced on this day.
17. Neophytos seems undidentifiable.
28. By transference from Nov. 28 (synaxaria 1,2) - vet. ep. 19

Nov. 4. Theodora: undidentifiable (cp. the difficulties of Theodoros Nov. 5, Vienna GT 302
5. Sphorakios: a spelling found in SC on Sept. 23 but not on this date.

10. Commemorated in SC on the 12th and 11th.

12. Ahtemon: Oct. 8 no. 5 or Nov. 9 no. 2?


29. Theodoulus: I identified the reference in Vienna Th. Gr. 302 et soc. with
the stibite of Dec. 5, no 6. But this reference makes it
appear that the ascetic of that date, comm. no. 5 is intended
in this tradition.

Dec. 17. The specification of John as bishop gives a little more indication of
the origin of this note: It seems to me that the first bishop of this
name, tenant of the see during the imprisonment of Epiphanius and his
subsequent martyrdom, is the most likely candidate. There is no trace,
so far as I can trace, of his being a confessor: but his upholding of
Ikonodouleia in a dangerous time may have led to veneration.

Jan. 4. Chrysanthos: normally on March 19 but commemorated in this date in ms. M
(col. 369, 1. 43)


20. Pammoutios: father of Uphrosyne (SC Febr. 15 no. 4) of the ascetic of April 21st. In Vat. syr. 20.

22. Proterius: found on this date in several mss. of Syn. Const. (in the text, on the 28th.) Thomas: doubtless the first patriarch of this name, normally March 19th. Also attested for 20/21/22 and for February.

26. Macarius of Jerusalem is not commemorated in Syn. Const. nor is any hagiographical document recorded in BHG. 376, G. 376, G. 165.


8. Theophyllus: found in Syn. Const. Theophylaktos. 13. 14. 15. 16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24. 25. Sabino: presumably the martyr of March 12th no. 3. His company is probably due to analogy, or might possibly derive from the group of Sept. 25 (Sabitianos, Paulos, Tattos). Sabino appears as a corruption of Sabitianos in SC 185, 185.


ibid. Pontius of Jerusalem: unknown to Syn. Const. and to BHG. Pontius of Smyrna (March 11th: in this document March 10th) is found in some mss. of Syn. Const. on this date. But already in this document of Syn. Const. and Syn. de B. Bc. gives March 12th for his commemoration of Christina, martyr in Persia (SC no. 5 March 14th): but also in this on M. 23.


21. Thomas diakonos: apparently a derivation of the commemoration of Thomas patriarch of CP. Generally found here, and in this document on Febr. 21st.

28. Liletos: an evident corruption of Philetos, Syn. Const. March 29th no. 3; Vat. syr. 21. 19. Neophytos: nothing to be found of this name on this date. Vat. syr. 19. 21. 22. 23. 24. 25. 26. 27. 28. 29. 30. April 2. Epiophanos: this corruption is found also in Vienna Gr. Th. 302 soc.

31. Neophytos: nothing to be found of this name on this date. Vat. syr. 21. 19. 21. 22. 23. 24. 25. 26. 27. 28. 29. 30. April 2. Epiophanos: this corruption is found also in Vienna Gr. Th. 302 soc.

3. Niketas; the epithe: ho en tois Puthosi is not found in SC. Does its presence change the identification from that of SC no. 17?

7. Eirene and Chonia: SC April 16th, also 3 and 6 in certain mss.

8. Herodion, etc.: a fuller list of names is given in ms. D (col. 592 l. 46) but Epaphras (known here in Vienna GT. 302 soc.) is foreign to it.


12. Gerontios: this reference substantiates in a measure the conjecture of Baumstark that here a derivation of the martyr of April 14th (SC no. 4) is to be found.
April.

14. Pausilupio: SC April 8th, no. 3
   Vat. gr. 28, etc.

15. Asclepiades and company: April 17th. Nikodemus however seems a corruption of Nike.

16. Melandes: sic in ms. recte Melitides

17. Kosmas: no name is given in the ms.
   Agapios of Rome: recte Agapetos

18. John: SC April 19, no. 2
   of BHG.

20. Paphnutios: usually Sept. 25; here as in ms. H and in Vat. gr. 20. (Mark of April 3)

22. A clear confusion between Theodorus, the Sikeote b. of Anastasiopolis with
   Theodorus b. of Theodosiopolis (commemorated Nov. 28)

24. Martyrs' in Chalcedon, as in ms. Da K N Rb

29. Twenty-two martyrs in Kyzikon: according to SC no. 2, nine.

May 11. Pachomios: martyr of May 7, no. 4. (Cp. f. 47 above)

15. Nikolaou: the addition tou en galakrinai is found in ms. H only. DDa


18. Philitteros: Philetelairoi (May 19, no. 3) (May 18 in ms. D)

24. Ioudas: May 22 no. 2: on this date in ms. Ra (tou zelotou), cp. K

28. The only reference to Niketas in Syn. Const. is in ms. Rc where no mention of
   his episcopate is given. Delehaye's note in col. 1016 makes this identificat
   -ion clear however.

30. Euphemia ktl: the origin of this reference is clearly the commemoration of
   Eusebius Romanus and others in the church of s. Euphemia (Syn. Const. no.

31. Eustathios: presumably the patriarch of CP 1019/1025 who is not however
   commemorated in Syn. Const. nor mentioned in BHG: no vita!

June 5. Eustathios of Antioch: found on this date in ms. R (Febr, 21, 3: Aug. 23)
   ibid. Avars specified only in this document.

6. Mamelchthe: October 5 no. 2. Not on this date elsewhere.


9. Kyrillos Alexandrietas: main commemoration in January, but also found on dates
   in June, as in ms. Dal of Syn. Const. on this date. cp. Vat. gr. 20.

12. Quadratus in the Rundeta: untraceable


July 4. Theodotos of Cyrene: Theodorus of C (Syn. Const. no. 2) in vid. but cp. no. 4
5. (Martha) mother of Symeon Stylites (junior): on this day as in ms. pler.
July 6. Astios etc: a selection of male martyrs of the day
ibid. Kuriake; cp. Ms. Mc July 7: Aghne; July 5 no. 2: Loukia; July 6 no. 2.
ibid. Anthousa: no record of commemoration on this day

13. Stephanos the Sabaitc: as in Ms. N (normally Oct. 28, no. 3)

16. The fifth oecumenical council is mentioned in Ms. D in the commemoration primarily of the fourth council.

20. For the addition of Elisha cp. Vienna Gr. 314h, 302 on June 14, where the addition of Elijah is likewise elsewhere unattested.

24. Anatoliós: a martyr of this name, with a companion Proteleon, is commemorated on April 23 in Ms. Mt. of Syn. Const. The patriarch Anatolios was not a martyr (July 3)

26. Hermulos = Hermolaos (SC no. 1)

28. Timon is mentioned (along with) the others in Ms. Mc Mt. Mc Mt.

30. Gelasio: no saint of this name commemorated on this day. A transference of the martyr of February 26 (27/28): another thus named is commemorated on June 6.


16. Mandelios: I cannot trace this figure in SC or BHG but have located a commemoration on this day in a selective menology in gospel ms. 703 (BIXby gospels, Huntington Library)


24. Butuches: found in a number of mss. on this day, in some Eutychios, in some named as here.

27. tou hosiou Kordoubas; a corruption of Hosios bishop of Kordouba (in many mss. Kodroubas, but oddly enough in its correct form here)

28. Saba: see notes on Vienna Gr. Th. 302 for Aug. 27.

29. Photius: no holy man of this name known on this date: a probable corruption of Phantinos (Nov. 14, no. 5) who however is not otherwise known on this date, but on Aug. 20 (31), Ms. Bср Mc Mt Mt (C, 31)